The self-assembly of suitable building-blocks, through inter-or intra-molecular interactions of different nature, is a current approach to get new nanostructure materials, amongst which liquid crystals are particularly intriguing due to their ordered yet dynamic structures [1]. Significant progress has been made by modulating factors such as nano-segregation, molecular motifs functional to specific intermolecular interactions and molecular shapes [2]. The synthesis of liquid crystals based on metal complexes (metallomesogens) has received great attention since the metal centre is able to promote mesomorphism in non mesogenic ligands, introduce interesting electrical, optical and magnetic properties in the system and allow the formation of molecular motifs and inter-molecular interactions unapproachable in organic liquid crystals [3]. In this context, we have recently reported that, by a careful choice of suitable molecular frameworks, it is possible to modulate the interactions responsible for the supramolecular architecture. In this manner, liquid crystalline properties in metal-containing molecular materials may be attained [4]. This communication will illustrate examples proving that a basic step for the analysis of newly synthesized materials is the recognition of the non covalent interactions from systematic structural studies. In particular, the determination of the solid state crystalline structure, provides rich information also for the comprehension and control of the organization in the related liquid crystalline state.
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[ Compounds based on aniline and its derivatives contain hydrogen bonds stabilizing crystal structure. We studied a series of these compounds and observed sequence similarities in the networks of hydrogen bonding. a Department of Inorganic Chemistry I, RuhrUniversity Bochum, Bochum, Germany. E-mail: vira.vasylyeva@rub.de, klaus.merz@rub.de One challenge in chemical engineering is the lack of correlation between crystal packing and the molecular structure. The nature of self-organisation in the solid state is complicated and depends on different parameters such as symmetry, secondary interactions and supramolecular synthons. Our strategy for analysing weak dipole-dipoleinteractions is to reduce the complexity of parameters and investigate small molecules, such as fluoro-substituted benzenes and pyridines. The in situ crystallisation with an IR-laser and a low temperature device allows a crystallisation of compounds with a low melting point under the direct control of the crystal growth via X-ray analysis. A comparison of fluoro-substituted benzonitriles shows, in opposite to Cl-, Br-and I-substituted benzenes [1, 2] , no supramolecular synthons with weak intermolecular interactions on participation of fluorine or nitrogen. Nevertheless the changes in the crystal packing of fluorobenzonitriles were observed to alter from T-shape conformation by o-fluorobenzonitrile to coplanar layers with alternated arrangement of geared F-and CN-groups by p-fluorobenzonitrile [3] . In contrast, several F-substituted pyridines show different intermolecular interactions
